Experimental study on the regimes of W/O interface in the presence of vertical electric field.
Electrified interfaces have been used to produce fine particles. Here, we investigate the behavior of planar electrified interface in the presence of vertical electric field. Corn oil and four KCl aqueous solutions with different concentrations are employed. During the experiments, for the first time, four distinct behaviors of electrified interfaces were disclosed and named as: Hump figure of interface, Taylor cone appearance and its rotary motion on the interface, intermittent jetting and thorough ascending of the interface. Taylor cones' mean droplet diameter and their angles, discharging velocity at the tip of the cone, the frequency of Taylor cones appearance, and their merging to each other are studied in this paper. Additionally, the circumstances of interface levitation affected by electric field are some of the major results of this study to gain some insight into the electrified interfaces issue.